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each part of this tool uses a rest endpoint to access the shutterstock api. each part of this tool uses a rest endpoint to access the shutterstock api. the api uses the get method, which means you can call the endpoint using this tool and see the information that youre requesting. the tool also uses the authorization: bearer token header to tell the
api that you want to access it with a specific token. you can keep this token private, though, because other people could use it to access your subscriptions and media. shutterstock has been running a beta of a new, search-based mobile experience. theres also an upcoming redesign of the website, which will include a new look, a more mobile-
friendly experience, and a new search tool. the old, desktop-centric interface isnt going anywhere, says oringer. theres no need to rush, however. oringer hesitates to say whether he wants to be one of the century-old media and design pioneer shutterstock or a tech company. some of the changes weve made are to position us better in the
market, he says. but shutterstock also serves as a platform to test new services that will eventually help other creators. and some of those services have already been launched, such as the new crowdfunding platform, where anyone can raise money for creative projects and the new image search, where users can search for images based on
subjects and themes. the company, which provides a growing catalog of royalty-free images and video clips to creative freelancers and agencies, is also testing out a new tool, which lets customers search for an image or video clip and then instantly download it.
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the platform, called shutterstock image downloader, is among a new suite of tools that lets shutterstock help customers capture and manage the creative process better. the company also lets customers download images, videos and illustrations for royalty-free use, such as in social media posts, ad campaigns and even news articles. the app
lets users search for an image and immediately download it. the toolkit is part of a wider package of tools that shutterstock is rolling out to help customers save time and money. the company hopes to make money through its subscription plans, which range from $10 a month to $100 a month. the new ceo also will be tasked with shaping

shutterstocks leadership, including filling the newly created role of chief operating officer. james fotis, who has spent 20 years as a digital strategy executive, will be shutterstocks first coo. pavlovsky will be shutterstocks second-ever ceo. id say were still in the early stages of creating the new shutterstock, says oringer. the company will be a
platform for people to find, use and license media. im excited about how we can evolve the business and drive new products and services to the marketplace. oringer will be joined by the shutterstock executives and new coo fotis, as well as greg mccann, the former vice president of multimedia licensing who heads up shutterstocks licensing

and monetization operations. mccann plans to continue to lead shutterstocks monetization operations, including its popular image store, its licensing business, its api platform and its work with oems and other software companies. 5ec8ef588b
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